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Take-over of Kapsch KCC and KPTC
 What does the target do: Kapsch KCC and KPTC provides software and
services to operate mission-critical control networks for trains (e.g. to start,
stop, accelerate / 90% of sales). Annual revenues amount to some € 120m
with 40-45% gross margins and € 15m EBIT loss currently, pre synergies
(see below). 85% of sales are in Europe, 15% in the rest of the world.
Clients include e.g. Dt. Bahn.
 Competitive quality. Networks must be always-available and extremely
secure, requiring in-depth technology expertise. Indeed, Kapsch KCC and
KPTC has invested a total of some € 100m into its latest generation of
control software. It commands 40% market share in Europe in what is
basically an oligopolistic niche market shared with rival Nokia. Long-term
client relationships (10+ years) provide strong lock-in as well as high
visibility underpinned by 65% recurring revenues.
 Transaction metrics: S&T is seen to pay a symbolic price of a few Euros
and acquire some € 10m in net debt as Kapsch is looking to re-focus its
company on its remaining businesses. No earn out.
 Synergies: The deal is a turnaround play, with the target offering a strong
technology base at a too-high fixed cost base and inefficient set-up.
Management expects to achieve break-even in FY‘20 and sustainable
profitability of up to 10% EBIT thereafter thanks to cost and growth
synergies. These can be found above all in R&D (€ 5m savings), hardware
procurement / assembly (€ 3m), sales & marketing (€ 3m) and the sales
mix (€ 5m / discontinuing loss-making business). Importantly, S&T plans to
use the acquired technology in new applications (e.g. avionics) as well
as in its real-time industrial IoT systems, which should kick-start growth
at higher margins.
 Consolidation impact & FY guidance: The target should contribute € 45m
sales / € 5m EBIT loss this year (partial contribution) and € 100m sales at
break-even EBIT in 2020E (as unattractive projects will be discontinued),
moving up to 10% EBIT thereafter. Management reiterates its FY‘19E
EBITDA guidance of „>€ 100m“ as business is running above expectations
and as it now includes the €7-8m positive impact from IFRS 16. FY sales
should come in at € 1.15bn (prior: € 1.1bn).
In sum, a daring deal with very strong potential just made for S&T‘s CEO/CFO
which are savvy and experienced turnaround managers as previously shown
with the „old“ S&T and Kontron. Management will go on extensive
roadshows soon to provide more detail on the transaction and its potential
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It is essential that any research recommendation is fairly presented and discloses interests of indicates relevant conflicts of interest. Pursuant to
section 85 of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG) a research report has to point out possible conflicts of interest in connection with the
analysed company. Further to this, under the FCA’s rules on research recommendations, any conflicts of interest in connection with the
recommendation must be disclosed. A conflict of interest is presumed to exist in particular if Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG

(1)

or its affiliate(s) (either in its own right or as part of a consortium) within the past twelve months, acquired the financial instruments of the
analysed company,
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has entered into an agreement on the production of the research report with the analysed company,
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or its affiliate(s) has, within the past twelve months, been party to an agreement on the provision of investment banking services with the
analysed company or have received services or a promise of services under the term of such an agreement,

(4)

or its affiliate(s) holds a) 5% or more of the share capital of the analysed company, or b) the analysed company holds 5% or more of the
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derivatives thereof,
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1. General Information/Liabilities
This research report has been produced for the information purposes of institutional investors only, and is not in any way a personal recommendation,
offer or solicitation to buy or sell the financial instruments mentioned herein. The document is confidential and is made available by Hauck &
Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG, exclusively to selected recipients [in DE, GB, FR, CH, US, UK, Scandinavia, and Benelux or, in individual cases, also
in other countries]. A distribution to private investors in the sense of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG) is excluded. It is not allowed to pass
the research report on to persons other than the intended recipient without the permission of Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG. Reproduction
of this document, in whole or in part, is not permitted without prior permission Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG. All rights reserved.
Under no circumstances shall Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG, any of its employees involved in the preparation, have any liability for possible
errors or incompleteness of the information included in this research report – neither in relation to indirect or direct nor consequential damages.
Liability for damages arising either directly or as a consequence of the use of information, opinions and estimates is also excluded. Past performance
of a financial instrument is not necessarily indicative of future performance.
2. Responsibilities
This research report was prepared by the research analyst named on the front page (the ʺProducerʺ). The Producer is solely responsible for the
views and estimates expressed in this report. The report has been prepared independently. The content of the research report was not influenced
by the issuer of the analysed financial instrument at any time. It may be possible that parts of the research report were handed out to the issuer for
information purposes prior to the publication without any major amendments being made thereafter.
3. Organisational Requirements
Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG took internal organisational and regulative precautions to avoid or accordingly disclose possible conflicts of
interest in connection with the preparation and distribution of the research report. All members of Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG involved in
the preparation of the research report are subject to internal compliance regulations. No part of the Producer’s compensation is directly or indirectly
related to the preparation of this financial analysis. In case a research analyst or a closely related person is confronted with a conflict of interest, the
research analyst is restricted from covering this company.
4. Information Concerning the Methods of Valuation/Update
The determination of the fair value per share, i.e. the price target, and the resultant rating is done on the basis of the adjusted free cash flow (adj.
FCF) method and on the basis of the discounted cash flow – DCF model. Furthermore, a peer group comparison is made.
The adj. FCF method is based on the assumption that investors purchase assets only at a price (enterprise value) at which the operating cash flow
return after taxes on this investment exceeds their opportunity costs in the form of a hurdle rate of 7.5%. The operating cash flow is calculated as
EBITDA less maintenance capex and taxes.
Within the framework of the DCF approach, the future free cash flows are calculated initially on the basis of a fictitious capital structure of 100%
equity, i.e. interest and repayments on debt capital are not factored in initially. The adjustment towards the actual capital structure is done by
discounting the calculated free cash flows with the weighted average cost of capital (WACC), which takes into account both the cost of equity capital
and the cost of debt. After discounting, the calculated total enterprise value is reduced by the interest-bearing debt capital in order to arrive at the
equity value.
Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG uses the following three-step rating system for the analysed companies:
Buy: Sustainable upside potential of more than 10% within 12 months
Sell: Sustainable downside potential of more than 10% within 12 months.
Hold: Upside/downside potential is limited. No immediate catalyst visible.
NB: The ratings of Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG are not based on a performance that is expected to be “relative“ to the market.
The decision on the choice of the financial instruments analysed in this document was solely made by Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG. The
opinions and estimates in this research report are subject to change without notice. It is within the discretion of Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers
AG whether and when it publishes an update to this research report, but in general updates are created on a regular basis, after 6 months at the
latest. A sensitivity analysis is included and published in company’s initial studies.
5. Major Sources of Information
Part of the information required for this research report was made available by the issuer of the financial instrument. Furthermore, this report is based
on publicly available sources (such as, for example, Bloomberg, Reuters, VWD-Trader and the relevant daily press) believed to be reliable. Hauck
& Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG has checked the information for plausibility but not for accuracy or completeness.
6. Competent Supervisory Authority
Hauck & Aufhäuser Privatbankiers AG are under supervision of the BaFin – German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht), Graurheindorfer Straße 108, 53117 Bonn and Marie-Curie-Straße 24 – 28, 60439 Frankfurt a.M.
This document is distributed in the UK under a MiFID EEA branch passport and in compliance with the applicable FCA requirements.
7. Specific Comments for Recipients Outside of Germany
This research report is subject to the law of the Federal Republic of Germany. The distribution of this information to other states in particular to the
USA, Canada, Australia and Japan may be restricted or prohibited by the laws applicable within this state.
8. Miscellaneous
According to Article 4(1) No. i of the delegated regulation 2016/958 supplementing regulation 596/2014 of the European Parliament, further
information regarding investment recommendations of the last 12 months are published under:
https://www.hauck-aufhaeuser.com/en/investment-banking/equities#institutionalresearch
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